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Competitor Name
and Number

●Information about you, your studies and future aspirations

Set up as if you are talking to the judge(s)



Stretching Screen Mesh
●Cut mesh to fit over the screen and loosen the 6 bolts around 

the frame

●Put the cut mesh over the screen, place clips in ridges around 

screen to help keep the mesh in place, then put in the locking 

strips

●Once all of the locking strips are in place, soften the corners 

and use a wrench to increase tension

●Tighten bolts around the frame.

●As you increase the tension of each side, tightening the bolts 

you loosened in the beginning is important.



The Design Process
How, Why 
and Influences

●Inspirations

●Why this design

●potential audience

●Software used

●Any other info you feel might be helpful to judges to 

understand your process and reasons for the design.



Coating Screens ● To do this, you must be in a dark environment, 

as emulsion is light sensitive. Then, pour some 

emulsion into a scoop coater. 

● Once this is done, have the scoop coater on an 

angle and make sure there is no air gaps, as any 

will result in excess emulsion to fall down.

● Scoop against the screen

● Repeat this process for the other side.



Aligning Positives ● To align positives, measure the diameter of the 

screen and the locate the center. Once that’s 

done, carefully place your positive in the center 

and tape the edges to keep the positive in place.

● A film positive is an opaque image on a 

transparent sheet.

● Measure the distance from the top of the 

screen to the to the top registration mark

● Use a T square to make sure the positive is 

straight.



Exposing and 
Washing out the 
screen

● After taping the positive, put the frame into the 

screen exposure machine. The uv light will 

transfer the design onto the emulsion.

● Once that process is complete, you must bring 

it to the washing machine, and spray the 

emulsion with the hose, until all the emulsion is 

off. 



Blocking out and 
taping screens

● This process is crucial to the outcome of your 

final product. You must tape each side, as this 

prevents unwanted ink from leaking onto your t-

shirt/transfer paper, and it will result in easier 

cleanup. 

● You must make sure to cover the corners on the 

front, as well as the back. The back requires 

different tape that folds in the middle, and you 

must be careful to properly align it with the edge 

of the frame.



Registering Screens 
on the press

● It’s important to do this, as it’s crucial to be sure 

that your positive aligns with the screen, so that 

when the printing process occurs, you don’t 

have any mistakes or misalignments with your 

design.



Aligning Platens on 
the press

● When aligning the platens, it’s important to 

make sure that there’s a quarter gap between 

the transfer paper/t-shirt, so that you can have 

ink come through when applying the design.



Selecting the 
proper squeegees 
for ink/images

● This is kind of self explanatory. Make sure that 

the squeegee is close to fitting the screen/fits 

the screen, as a extremely big or extremely 

small squeegee will result in missing parts of 

the design or the squeegee not being able to fit 

in the frame.

● The most commonly used squeegees are 70 

durometer.



Mixing and placing 
the ink on the 
screens

● When mixing the ink, it’s important to make sure 

that you mix it thoroughly, as any bubbles will 

cause an inconsistent texture in the paint and 

may cause problems when running the ink over 

your design. 

● When applying, apply a good amount, as you 

can get a lot transfer with a decent sized 

amount of ink.



Determining proper 
printing 
sequence/When 
spot curing is 
needed

● Determining the proper printing sequence is crucial 

to the way the positive comes out. If you have 

certain color visible when printing, it could affect and 

possible cause imperfections in the positive.

● Measure the distance from the top of the screen to 

the to the top registration mark

● Ink cures at 380 degrees on a shirt

● If using a second color, flash to cure the ink



Testing Printing 
and dry the design

● When it comes to test printing, you have to have 

a tube in hand. Cover the screen printing press 

with the tube. 

● From there you can, test if the ink comes 

through properly. If it does you can make 

transfers and then apply the adhesive powder 

and then send them through the heat tunnel.



Removing/Cleaning 
ink out of the 
screens

● When cleaning the screen, use a piece of 

cardboard or anything that will help take the ink 

off, and then proceed to put the ink back into 

the container it was stored in, as wasting too 

much ink is not consumer efficient and will cost 

the person buying it more money.

● Then, get a cloth and clean the ink off the front 

side of the screen. Remove the tape you used to 

cover the screen. From there, spray it down with 

some chemicals and then bring it to the 

reclaiming station.



Reclaiming screens ● When reclaiming screens, apply the right sprays 

to the screen. After each spray is applied 

(beanie-doo, degreaser, and haze in that order), 

scrub it and power wash it. 

● Then, let the remaining water run off the screen 

and bring it to the drying station underneath the 

exposure machine.



Final shirts Example of four color design/shirt


